Basic Sentence Structure for Better Writing: *Part One*

Name: ______________________
Instructor: ____________________

**Directions:** After you have watched the online video, please print this out and answer the questions. Please return this to your instructor.

1. Which of these sentences is broken correctly between subject and predicate?
   a. Riding the bus is/an easy way to get to class.
   b. Riding/the bus is an easy way to get to class.
   c. Riding the bus/is an easy way to get to class.

2. Which of these sentences is broken correctly between subject and predicate?
   a. Almost everyone/drives carefully in the Kirkwood parking lots.
   b. Almost everyone drives carefully/in the Kirkwood parking lots.
   c. Almost everyone drives/carefully in the Kirkwood parking lots.

3. Which of these sentences is broken correctly between subject and predicate?
   b. My youngest cousin/Pete who lives in Illinois runs marathons.